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Abstract
Machine translation focuses mainly on high-resource languages (HRLs), while low-resource languages (LRLs) like
Taiwanese Hokkien are relatively under-explored. The study aims to address this gap by developing a dual translation
model between Taiwanese Hokkien and both Traditional Mandarin Chinese and English. We employ a pre-trained
LLaMA 2-7B model specialized in Traditional Mandarin Chinese to leverage the orthographic similarities between
Taiwanese Hokkien Han and Traditional Mandarin Chinese. Our comprehensive experiments involve translation
tasks across various writing systems of Taiwanese Hokkien as well as between Taiwanese Hokkien and other
HRLs. We find that the use of a limited monolingual corpus still further improves the model’s Taiwanese Hokkien
capabilities. We then utilize our translation model to standardize all Taiwanese Hokkien writing systems into Hokkien
Han, resulting in further performance improvements. Additionally, we introduce an evaluation method incorporating
back-translation and GPT-4 to ensure reliable translation quality assessment even for LRLs. The study contributes to
narrowing the resource gap for Taiwanese Hokkien and empirically investigates the advantages and limitations of
pre-training and fine-tuning based on LLaMA 2.
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1. Introduction

Machine translation (MT), as a crucial subfield of
natural language processing (NLP), serves a vital
role in overcoming language barriers by translating
more texts into the desired language. However,
current MT systems predominantly cater to high-
resource languages (HRLs), posing significant chal-
lenges for low-resource languages (LRLs). Specifi-
cally, Taiwanese Hokkien, which is mainly spoken in
Taiwan, southern China and a number of countries
in Southeast Asia (Ding, 2016a), faces unique is-
sues owing to historical factors (Ding, 2016b) and a
persistent absence of standardized writing systems.
These factors lead to an extra layer of complexity
by introducing inconsistent corpora, which hinders
the development of NLP research and data-hungry
translation models for this language.

In this study, we focus on dual translation be-
tween Taiwanese Hokkien and both Mandarin Chi-
nese1 and English, aiming to bridge the gap be-
tween this LRL and other HRLs. Although Tai-
wanese Hokkien has a significant spoken user
base, written forms are less widespread. It is crucial
to prioritize NLP research on Taiwanese Hokkien to
develop advanced translation models. Taiwanese

CCorresponding author: thtsai@g.ncu.edu.tw
1All references to Chinese characters and Mandarin

Chinese in this paper refer to the traditional versions.

Hokkien writing systems primarily fall into three cat-
egories: Hokkien Han (HAN) using Chinese char-
acters, Tâi-lô (TL) and PĲeh-ōe-j̄ı (POJ) using Latin
script in phonetic forms, and a hybrid system, Hàn-
lô (HL). Table 1 shows an example sentence repre-
sented in these different writing systems.

With the recent advancement of large language
models (LLMs) like BLOOM (Scao et al., 2022),
ChatGPT and LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023a), these
models have demonstrated their capabilities across
various multilingual NLP tasks, including transla-
tion tasks (Jiao et al., 2023; García et al., 2023;
Yang et al., 2023; Xu et al., 2023). Despite these
advancements, state-of-the-art LLMs leave room
for improvement in translation tasks, particularly
for languages that are considerably removed from
HRL (Jiao et al., 2023; Hendy et al., 2023).

This study employs a pre-trained LLaMA 2 (Tou-
vron et al., 2023b) model specialized in Mandarin
Chinese (ZH), aiming to leverage the orthographic
similarities between HAN and ZH to develop a trans-
lation model capable of translating between differ-
ent writing systems of Taiwanese Hokkien as well
as between Taiwanese Hokkien and other HRLs
like ZH and English.

We conduct a comprehensive set of experiments
involving translation between the Latin script and
Chinese character writing systems of Taiwanese
Hokkien as well as translation to and from ZH
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Language Writing Abbreviation Script Translated Example
Hokkien Tâi-lô (TL) Latin Tsit kuí kang lóng sı̄ pháinn-thinn.
Hokkien PĲeh-ōe-j̄ı (POJ) Latin Chit kúi kang lóng sı̄ pháin-thin.
Hokkien Hàn-lô (HL) *Hybrid 這幾工 lóng是歹天。
Hokkien Han (HAN) Chinese character 這幾工攏是歹天。
Mandarin Chinese (ZH) Chinese character 這幾天都是壞天氣。
English (EN) Latin It’s been bad weather these days.

Table 1: The four different Taiwanese Hokkien writing systems. *Chinese character & Latin Hybrid

Figure 1: The flowchart of data standardization used to create an advanced Taiwanese Hokkien Han dual
translator (HAN-ZH and HAN-EN). The dataset in TL was converted to POJ using an one-to-one mapping
rule, allowing for a consistent representation of the Hokkien phonetic sounds.

and English. Our findings indicate that the use
of a monolingual corpus covering all Taiwanese
Hokkien writing systems positively impacts the
model’s dual translation performance. Contrary
to expectations, extending the model’s vocabulary
for Taiwanese Hokkien does not yield improve-
ments in these capabilities. We also observe
that incorporating parallel datasets involving HRL
improves the model’s performance, while adding
such datasets between the two different Taiwanese
Hokkien scripts has detrimental effects.

We further tried to enhance the HAN↔ZH and
HAN↔EN translation by standardizing all Tai-
wanese Hokkien monolingual corpora into HAN
before continued pre-training. The standardization
procedure and training flow are illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. Experimental results suggest that this pre-
processing step can slightly improve the average
translation performance.

For reliable automatic evaluation of translation
results, in addition to BLEU score (Papineni et al.,
2002) and chrF++ (Popović, 2017) metrics, we
modify Kocmi and Federmann (2023)’s evaluation
prompt and incorporates a back-translation method
(Rapp, 2009) so that GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023) can
make reliable evaluations even if the target lan-
guage is a LRL.

We plan to release the translation model that

includes HAN, POJ, ZH and English. We anticipate
that this will serve as a reliable translation tool for
the public community, and foster the generation of
diverse datasets for Taiwanese Hokkien.

To summarize, the major contributions of this
work are:

1. Develop and release the first dual translation
model for Taiwanese Hokkien, thereby narrow-
ing the resource gap for this low-resource lan-
guage.2

2. Empirical evidence to support the enhance-
ment of model performance through monolin-
gual corpora on top of parallel data.

3. Standardized all Taiwanese Hokkien mono-
lingual corpora into HAN prior to continued
pre-training, leading to performance enhance-
ments in translations among ZH, English, and
HAN.

4. Introduction of back-translation of LRL into
HRL for GPT prompt-based evaluation.

2The model and other related resources are available
at https://github.com/lbh0830/TW-Hokkien-LLM.

https://github.com/lbh0830/TW-Hokkien-LLM
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2. Background

Taiwanese Hokkien, also known as Hokkien, Hoklo,
Taigi, Southern Min, or Min Nan, is a unique subset
of the Southern Min dialects. Sharing a common lin-
guistic heritage with the Fujian dialects, Taiwanese
Hokkien has undergone an independent evolution
influenced by a number of external factors, includ-
ing indigenous languages and the colonial legacies
of the Dutch and Japanese (Liao et al., 2020). In
the following discussion, this dialect will be referred
to as “Hokkien” for the purpose of simplicity.

Although Hokkien ranks as the second most com-
mon language spoken in Taiwan, recent census3

suggest a looming crisis due to the decreasing profi-
ciency among younger generations. The challenge
is compounded by the fact that most Hokkien speak-
ers only have oral proficiency in Hokkien and lack
familiarity with written forms. This dual challenge
of decreasing oral proficiency and limited literacy
underscores the urgency for targeted research.

2.1. Writing System Diversity in Hokkien
The writing systems of Hokkien can be divided into
three main groups. The first is Hokkien Han (HAN),
which is based on Chinese with additional charac-
ters, followed by Latin script systems such as Tâi-lô
(TL) and PĲeh-ōe-j̄ı (POJ). In addition, a hybrid sys-
tem known as Hàn-lô (HL) combines elements of
both systems. Since 2009, an official orthography
for HAN has been established and is currently used
in educational systems. However, due to its rela-
tively recent standardization, corpus resources of
HAN are scarce compared to other systems. On the
other hand, POJ, which was introduced by mission-
aries in the 19th century, has a substantial amount
of digitized historical texts and thus provides a rich
corpus of Hokkien writings. Moreover, TL, an adap-
tation of POJ, maintains a systematic correspon-
dence with it. HL, with its mixture of Latin script and
Chinese characters, exhibits considerable variance
across textual resources due to the lack of a uni-
form standard for determining the use of Latin script
or Chinese characters. Therefore, in this study, the
HL corpus is considered for training purposes, but
is excluded from translation evaluations.

2.2. Semantic Divergence of Shared
Chinese Characters in HAN and ZH

Despite the commonality of Chinese characters
between HAN and ZH, many homographs differ
semantically. For example, the term “手指” trans-
lates to “finger” in ZH, while it means “ring” in HAN.
Moreover, common HAN terms often correspond

3https://www.stat.gov.tw/public/Data/
1112144316VT5YTOVB.pdf

to rarely used Chinese characters in ZH, such as
‘覕’ (hide) and ‘啉’ (drink). As a result, training a
reliable translation model capable of translating
between these two languages under low-resource
conditions still remains challenges.

3. Related Work

3.1. Large Language Models in
Translation

LLMs have recently made remarkable progress in
translation tasks due to their robust language under-
standing capabilities from pre-training on massive
corpora. In the field of applying LLMs to translation
tasks, Moslem et al. (2023); Lin et al. (2022); Zhu
et al. (2023); Zhang et al. (2023a); Vilar et al. (2023);
García et al. (2023) attempted to use in-context
learning (ICL) (Brown et al., 2020) to enhance the
translation capabilities of LLMs. Their study demon-
strated how the pattern of in-context learning, the
selection of few-shot sentences, and their quan-
tity could impact the translation results. Zhang
et al. (2023b); Yang et al. (2023); Li et al. (2023)
tried to enhance the translation abilities of LLMs
through instruction-tuning (Ouyang et al., 2022)
with small amounts of parallel data. Li et al. (2023)
demonstrated 3 BLEU score on average advance-
ments of multilingual translation when compared
to the ICL method. Some research (Hendy et al.,
2023; Jiao et al., 2023) has indicated that LLMs
may have limited translation abilities because their
language skills are largely shaped by training in
English-centered texts. The translation proficiency
of LLMs is often significantly limited when trans-
lating languages that are not linguistically close to
English (Li et al., 2023). As a result, Yang et al.
(2023) and Li et al. (2023) have included different
translation languages for monolingual training. Xu
et al. (2023)’s latest findings also adopt monolin-
gual training before fine-tuning translation tasks.
Using medium-sized models with 7B and 13B pa-
rameters, they surpassed GPT-3.5 and NLLB-54B
(Team et al., 2022) in various translation tasks.

3.2. Neural Machine Translation in
Hokkien

Due to the scarcity of training data, neural machine
translation (NMT) for low-resource languages such
as Hokkien faces unique challenges. Liao et al.
(2022) has compiled a dataset for Hokkien speech
recognition, which not only contributes to speech-
related research but also benefits NMT through
the transcribed parallel data. The techniques of
transfer learning and cross-lingual models offer
possible ways to improve Hokkien NMT systems.
Lu et al. (2022) investigates translation task be-

https://www.stat.gov.tw/public/Data/1112144316VT5YTOVB.pdf
https://www.stat.gov.tw/public/Data/1112144316VT5YTOVB.pdf
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tween ZH, Hokkien code-mixing language and ZH.
They apply transfer learning to utilize the knowl-
edge pre-trained on ZH by XLM (Conneau and Lam-
ple, 2019), and develop a method to synthesize a
code-mixing translation parallel dataset to achieve
better translation results between the code-mixing
language and ZH. To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to explore the application of large
language models to dual translation for Hokkien,
accommodating both its Latin script and Chinese
character writing systems.

4. Methodology

4.1. Corpus Preparation

4.1.1. Monolingual Datasets

As for our continued pre-training data, we have
gathered a wide range of linguistic resources from
diverse sources that reflect the depth and diversity
of the Hokkien language. We have included a com-
prehensive explanation of the dataset’s domain,
writing system, and other essential characteristics
in Table 2 and Figure 2.

Our corpus primarily comprises web articles in
Hokkien collected from diverse internet sources in-
cluding scripts from Hokkien recitation contests4,
lyrics of Hokkien songs shared in Facebook commu-
nities5, and web-scraped articles covering various
domains. The corpus also incorporates religious
articles in Hokkien, content from Wikipedia, and
Hokkien elementary school textbooks.

Additionally, we include subtitles from Hokkien
television programs. Given that these subtitles of-
ten lack paragraph breaks and punctuation, we
employed GPT-3.5-turbo6 to refine the textual struc-
ture, rendering it more akin to standard articles.

4.1.2. Parallel Datasets

For fine-tuning data, we collected the datasets from
example sentences in the Hokkien dictionary7, reli-
gious texts8, and technical terms9. Due to the lack
of direct Hokkien-to-English parallel dataset, for
those texts that have corresponding parallel sen-
tences in ZH, we used GPT-3.5-turbo to translate
them into English. Further details regarding the
writing system and other fundamental features for
the datasets are provided in Table 3.

4https://han-tsi5.knsh.com.tw/Resource.asp?T=MM
5https://www.facebook.com/groups/922800454445724
6The term “GPT-3.5-turbo” in this paper specifically

refers to the version “gpt-3.5-turbo-0613”.
7https://sutian.moe.edu.tw/zh-hant/
8http://pojbh.lib.ntnu.edu.tw/script/index.php
9https://stti.moe.edu.tw/?lang=sutgi

4.2. Model Training
Pre-trained Large Language Model To lever-
age the shared Chinese character system between
ZH and HAN, we chose TAIDE-7B academic re-
search model10 as our base model. Enriched with
an additional 24k Chinese character tokens and
pre-trained on a 1.7B-token Traditional Chinese cor-
pus, TAIDE-7B serves as an extension of LLaMA 2
(Touvron et al., 2023a), enhanced comprehension
of Taiwan-specific Traditional Chinese terms.

Vocabulary Extension Although the vocabulary
of TAIDE-7B model contains a large amount of Chi-
nese characters, it still lacks coverage for Hokkien
Latin scripts and some rarely used Chinese charac-
ters specific to Hokkien. To address this, we further
extend the vocabulary by training a sentence-piece
(Kudo and Richardson, 2018) tokenizer on mono-
lingual Hokkien corpora and merge it back to the
original one. Specifically, the vocabulary was ex-
tended with an additional 130 Chinese character
tokens for HAN and 1876 Latin script tokens for
POJ, resulting in a final vocabulary size of 58,505.

Continued Pre-training We conducted contin-
ued pre-training on monolingual Hokkien corpora
across all writing systems. We followed procedures
from Chinese-LLaMA-2 (Cui et al., 2023) using Low-
Rank Adaptation (LoRA) (Hu et al., 2021) with gra-
dient checkpoint to reduce computational cost, and
trained 18 epochs to avoid undesirable outputs.
Given the rule-based transformation between the
POJ and TL systems, we converted all TL in the
corpus to POJ using an existing tool11, streamlin-
ing the model training across these two Latin script
writing systems.

Translation Fine-tuning with Instruction In the
fine-tuning stage, we modified the LLaMA 2 instruc-
tion tuning template, using:

[TRANS]
X
[/TRANS]
[{target_lang}]
Y
[/{target_lang}]

The label [TRANS] denotes translation, X and
Y are the source and target sentences, respec-
tively. The label [{target_lang}] indicates the target
language for the translation. During fine-tuning,
each language pair in the parallel data was fixed
to 17,872 instances, including HAN-ZH, HAN-EN,

10https://taide.tw/
11https://github.com/i3thuan5/KeSi

https://han-tsi5.knsh.com.tw/Resource.asp?T=MM
https://www.facebook.com/groups/922800454445724
https://sutian.moe.edu.tw/zh-hant/
http://pojbh.lib.ntnu.edu.tw/script/index.php
https://stti.moe.edu.tw/?lang=sutgi
https://taide.tw/
https://github.com/i3thuan5/KeSi
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Figure 2: Data distribution of monolingual corpora for continued pre-training

Data Source Word Count (M) Sentence Count (K)
HAN HL POJ HAN HL POJ

Recitation Contest 0.36 - - 38.1 - -
Hokkien Song Lyrics 2.61 - - 349.1 - -
Web-scraped Articles 0.37 1.18 0.48 36 110 40.6
Religious Texts - 2.48 3.44 - 299.5 412.9
Wikipedia Articles - - 1.34 - - 126.2
Hokkien Textbooks 0.02 - - 3.3 - -
Subtitles 1.87 - - 218.3 - -
Total 5.23 3.66 5.26 644.8 409.5 579.7

Table 2: Statistics of monolingual corpora for continued pre-training

Data Source Word Count (K) Pairs Language
Dictionary 135.4 15195 ZH EN Hokkien (POJ, HAN)
Technical Terms 7.9 2677 ZH EN Hokkien (POJ, HAN)
Religious Texts 1090.7 17872 Hokkien (POJ, HL)

Table 3: Statistics of parallel datasets for fine-tuning

POJ-ZH, POJ-EN, and POJ-HL. Each model was
trained for one epoch.

Pre-training Corpus Script-Standardization
Given the increasing prevalence of HAN in Tai-
wanese communities in recent years, and aiming
to better leverage the orthographic similarities be-
tween ZH and HAN, we consequently explored
whether standardizing all Hokkien monolingual data
into HAN could further improve translation perfor-
mance in HAN↔ZH and HAN↔EN directions. To
achieve this, we employed our translation model
that exhibited the best performance in POJ-HAN
translations to standardize all Latin scripts in mono-
lingual Hokkien data into the Chinese character
system. Continued pre-training was then carried
out on this standardized data.

4.3. Experimental Settings

4.3.1. Two Translation Testing Datasets

We used iCorpus12, a resource originally created
by Academia Sinica and subsequently augmented
by communities, as our testing data. It comprises
news articles from various domains and includes
HAN, POJ and ZH. However under human evalu-
ation, the HAN section of iCorpus contains a con-
siderable number of lexical inaccuracies. To cover
this issue in the test set, we first selected terms
in HAN that deviate significantly from ZH, using
their frequency as a selection criterion to ensure
the translation difficulty. Based on this criterion,
we sampled the top 100 sentences where HAN ap-
pears frequently and manually corrected their lexi-
cons according to official orthography. This resulted

12https://github.com/Taiwanese-
Corpus/icorpus_ka1_han3-ji7

https://github.com/Taiwanese-Corpus/icorpus_ka1_han3-ji7
https://github.com/Taiwanese-Corpus/icorpus_ka1_han3-ji7
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in a subset that we named iCorpus-100. Due to
the size limitation of iCorpus-100, we integrated an
additional data from TAT (Liao et al., 2020), specifi-
cally to enhance the evaluation of ZH↔HAN and
EN↔HAN translations. TAT comprises 2,661 paral-
lel sentences sourced from the Taiwanese Across
Taiwan speech recognition competitions. Using the
same process as the training set, the EN side of
the parallel data were generated through transla-
tion from ZH using GPT-3.5-turbo. Neither of these
test data was used in continued pre-training and
fine-tuning stages.

4.3.2. Evaluation Metrics

In order to conduct a comprehensive evaluation of
our translation models, we used four different met-
rics: BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002), chrF++
(Popović, 2017), and two additional GPT-based
metrics. Unlike BLEU score, chrF++ includes eval-
uations at the character level. This lead to signif-
icant difference between these two metrics when
the target language is Latin script, especially POJ.
We attribute this to the accent variations in POJ that
may alter one or two characters within a word. Such
accent-induced variations were not normalized in
our corpus. As a result, the model may produce ac-
cent inconsistencies with the ground truth, leading
to significant penalties in BLEU score, but relatively
small drop in chrF++.

Though widely used in translation assessment,
BLEU score and chrF++ mainly focus on lexicon-
level granularity and do not provide a comprehen-
sive evaluation of overall translation quality. In par-
ticular, these measures are limited when applied to
large language models, which often require more
nuanced methods of evaluation (Hendy et al., 2023).
Kocmi and Federmann (2023) indicate that GPT-4
holds promise for accurate evaluation of the transla-
tion outputs. Therefore, we employ GPT-413 to as-
sess the generated translations, ranging from 0 to
100, by providing both the model’s translation and a
reference. However, GPT-4’s ability to comprehend
Hokkien is restricted. To overcome this constraint,
we use the approach inspired by Rapp (2009) to
implement back-translation for the model’s output
when translating from ZH or English into Hokkien.
We then compare the back-translated output with
the source sentence for evaluation. Note that this
approach is not applicable in situations where both
the source and target sentences are in Hokkien.
For the evaluation of translation scores from GPT-
4, we conducted a human qualitative analysis on 20
samples from each of the five score intervals, total-
ing 100 examples. The qualitative findings based
on these analyses are summarized in Table 4. Addi-

13The term “GPT-4” in this paper specifically refers to
the version “gpt-4-0613”.

tionally, the prompt template for GPT-4 evaluations
and the examples corresponding to these five score
intervals are detailed in Appendix A.

After evaluating with GPT-4, we calculate the
GPT-4 score by taking the average of each trans-
lation result. Since translations scoring 80 or
above closely approximate the original sentence’s
meaning, we consider them as correct translations,
which are used to compute the translation accuracy,
named as GPT-4 accuracy.

5. Experiment Results and Analysis

5.1. Experimental Ablation Studies
In order to isolate the impact of various data inputs,
we conducted ablation studies on continued pre-
training of three different Hokkien writing systems,
the extension of the input vocabulary with Hokkien
Chinese characters and Hokkien Latin systems,
and fine-tuning with these three different Hokkien
writing systems14.

5.1.1. Continued Pre-training Corpora and
Vocabulary Extension Ablation Studies

As shown in Table 5, we took LLaMA 2-7B without
any continued pre-training as a baseline. We com-
pared its performance with the TAIDE-7B model
continued pre-trained on different monolingual data
and evaluated the impact of extending the Hokkien
dictionary. Here, “NONE” indicates no continued
pre-training on any Hokkien data, “HAN” indicates
pre-training solely on Chinese character-based
Hokkien data, and “ALL” indicates the inclusion of
Latin script (POJ) and hybrid (HL) Hokkien data
in addition to “HAN”. All these models were then
fine-tuned using all available parallel data.

The baseline model, which has no further con-
tinued pre-training, performs the worst. In contrast,
the TAIDE-7B model improves significantly in all
translation directions without relying on Hokkien
monolingual data but ZH data. This suggests that
using a similar HRL model as a foundational model
is beneficial when supplementary monolingual data
is not available. Pre-training on HAN data improves
the GPT-4 score by 4 to 6 points in HAN-related
translations. Incorporating all Hokkien data yields
the best performance, particularly in POJ-related
translations, with a 10 to 20 points increase in GPT-
4 score. These findings align with previous re-
search (Yang et al., 2023; Li et al., 2023; Xu et al.,
2023), demonstrating the substantial performance
improvement in translation tasks when monolingual
data is utilized for languages that the foundational
model is not familiar with.

14Our focus on Hokkien LRL led us to exclude HRL
data from training and evaluation.
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Score Interval Quality Descriptors

80-100 The translation matches the source in meaning, using identical terms or appropriate synonyms.
The overall grammar is correct, and the meaning flows smoothly.

60-79 Errors occur with the translation of proper nouns (e.g., names) or misuse of nouns or verbs, causing slight shifts in meaning.
At times, some information may be omitted in the translation or there may be over-translations.

40-59 Parts of the translation are unrelated to the source text. Misuse of verbs and nouns in inappropriate contexts occurs more frequently.

20-39 Most of the translation has deviations from the source text, though occasionally it still conveys the basic idea.
Grammar and sentence structures are often incorrect, making the translated content challenging to understand.

0-19 The translation is almost entirely unrelated to the source text.
Sentences are not fluent, with frequent major grammatical and structural errors.

Table 4: Qualitative descriptors for translation quality based on GPT-4 score intervals.

Continued Pre-train Data
and Vocabulary Extension BLEU chrF++ GPT-4

Score⋆
GPT-4

Accuracy BLEU chrF++ GPT-4
Score⋆

GPT-4
Accuracy BLEU chrF++ GPT-4

Score⋆
GPT-4

Accuracy
ZH-HAN HAN-ZH Average

BASELINE 26.78 27.98 32.70 2 20.89 24.44 50.20 15 23.84 26.21 41.45 8.5
NONE 30.80 32.67 63.65 39 29.44 32.66 67.70 46 30.12 32.67 65.68 42.5
HAN 29.15 31.20 68.40 48 31.29 33.46 72.95 56 30.22 32.33 70.68 52.0
ALL 31.37 32.89 72.35 55 32.60 34.91 75.35 63 31.99 33.90 73.85 59.0
ALL (EXT_VOCAB) 30.90 32.43 70.30 49 33.02 34.94 74.90 58 31.96 33.69 72.60 53.5

EN-HAN HAN-EN Average

BASELINE 6.72 13.15 48.70 16 12.32 39.88 58.25 25 9.52 26.52 53.48 20.5
NONE 11.34 17.75 60.30 25 14.39 41.77 58.60 21 12.87 29.76 59.45 23.0
HAN 12.83 18.72 64.50 37 16.15 42.87 64.55 36 14.49 30.80 64.53 36.5
ALL 12.82 18.62 65.80 40 18.45 44.92 66.75 38 15.64 31.77 66.28 39.0
ALL (EXT_VOCAB) 11.93 17.94 61.30 32 17.54 44.02 64.60 35 14.74 30.98 62.95 33.5

ZH-POJ POJ-ZH Average

BASELINE 0.44 29.00 15.45 0 12.37 16.20 12.75 1 6.41 22.60 14.10 0.5
NONE 0.38 25.43 21.20 2 16.98 20.68 23.20 2 8.68 23.06 22.20 2.0
HAN 0.39 25.03 19.95 3 19.48 21.73 23.95 3 9.94 23.38 21.95 3.0
ALL 0.64 26.64 35.20 9 30.08 31.36 43.10 12 15.36 29.00 39.15 10.5
ALL (EXT_VOCAB) 0.61 28.83 38.05 9 28.15 29.85 36.00 7 14.38 29.34 37.03 8.0

EN-POJ POJ-EN Average

BASELINE 0.16 16.21 6.25 0 1.94 21.43 4.90 0 1.05 18.82 5.58 0.0
NONE 0.19 17.75 11.05 0 3.35 23.69 11.30 0 1.77 20.72 11.18 0.0
HAN 0.21 17.52 8.45 0 2.92 24.36 9.25 0 1.57 20.94 8.85 0.0
ALL 0.19 19.89 20.05 1 7.83 30.53 24.20 3 4.01 25.21 22.13 2.0
ALL (EXT_VOCAB) 0.23 20.39 25.65 0 7.06 29.39 22.95 4 3.65 24.89 24.30 2.0

HAN-POJ POJ-HAN Average

BASELINE 0.91 40.03 - - 37.48 38.67 - - 19.20 39.35 - -
NONE 0.55 33.95 - - 49.31 49.47 - - 24.93 41.71 - -
HAN 0.74 34.44 - - 47.87 47.91 - - 24.31 41.18 - -
ALL 1.01 33.19 - - 56.92 56.48 - - 28.97 44.84 - -
ALL (EXT_VOCAB) 0.93 36.40 - - 52.13 51.93 - - 26.53 44.17 - -

Table 5: Continued pre-training ablation study using different input data from various Hokkien writing
systems. GPT-based metrics are inapplicable for HAN↔POJ evaluation. underline = the best results for
the respective metric. *We primarily focus on the GPT-4 score.

Regarding vocabulary extension, since the
added vocabulary primarily consists of Latin scripts
from POJ, the model with vocabulary extension ex-
hibits superior performance only when the target
language is POJ. For other translation directions,
these models exhibit a slight decrement, averaging
3 points lower on the GPT-4 score compared to
models without vocabulary extension. We attribute
this to the limited size of the pre-training corpus,
which hinders effective tuning of newly added to-
kens. Consequently, we opted not to extend the
vocabulary and suggest future work in collecting a
larger POJ corpus for further investigation.

5.1.2. Fine-tuning Datasets Ablation Study

Given that the model using all Hokkien monolingual
data without vocabulary extension performed the
best on average across all translation directions,
we selected it as the base model for further exper-
iments in the fine-tuning stage. We investigated
the impact of incorporating different parallel data
during fine-tuning. The parallel data containing HL
was only available in the HL↔POJ direction. As a
baseline, we followed the methodology of Li et al.
(2023), utilizing in-context learning (ICL) for 8-shot
translation without any fine-tuning.

Table 6 indicates that models fine-tuned on par-
allel datasets significantly outperform few-shot ICL
models across all translation directions, particularly
in directions involving Latin script Hokkien (POJ),
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Fine-tuning Data BLEU chrF++ GPT-4
Score⋆

GPT-4
Accuracy BLEU chrF++ GPT-4

Score⋆
GPT-4

Accuracy BLEU chrF++ GPT-4
Score⋆

GPT-4
Accuracy

ZH-HAN HAN-ZH Average

BASELINE 18.70† 21.98† 65.70† 48† 14.88† 19.15† 63.85† 48† 16.79† 20.57† 64.78† 48.0†

ZH, HAN 27.48 29.74 75.50 61 30.56 32.74 77.90 66 29.02 31.24 76.70 63.5
ZH, HAN, EN 26.36 28.88 74.85 64 32.41 34.46 78.90 69 29.39 31.67 76.88 66.5
ZH, HAN, EN, POJ 25.16 27.86 72.60 54 31.77 33.63 78.65 61 28.47 30.75 75.63 57.5
ZH, HAN, EN, POJ, HL 31.37 32.89 72.35 55 32.60 34.91 75.35 63 31.99 33.90 73.85 59.0

EN-HAN HAN-EN Average

BASELINE 9.49† 15.04† 41.35† 14† 2.62† 22.51† 44.05† 15† 6.06† 18.78† 42.70† 14.5†

ZH, HAN 12.23† 17.89† 29.00† 21† 0.00† 1.00† - - 6.12† 9.45† 29.00† 21.0†

ZH, HAN, EN 12.83 18.46 69.05 46 21.25 47.48 73.35 48 17.04 32.97 71.20 47.0
ZH, HAN, EN, POJ 11.60 17.61 64.25 31 20.87 46.36 72.40 52 16.24 31.99 68.33 41.5
ZH, HAN, EN, POJ, HL 12.82 18.62 65.80 40 18.45 44.92 66.75 38 15.64 31.77 66.28 39.0

ZH-POJ POJ-ZH Average

BASELINE 0.08† 3.36† 18.30† 7† 1.33† 4.13† 2.80† 0† 0.71† 3.75† 10.55† 3.5†

ZH, HAN 0.00† 0.47† - - 2.72† 7.59† 7.70† 0† 1.36† 4.03† 7.70† 0.0†

ZH, HAN, EN 0.01† 0.83† - - 4.81† 8.44† 7.95† 1† 2.41† 4.64† 7.95† 1.0†

ZH, HAN, EN, POJ 0.29 23.23 29.15 7 22.93 25.27 36.90 10 11.61 24.25 33.03 8.5
ZH, HAN, EN, POJ, HL 0.64 26.64 35.20 9 30.08 31.36 43.10 12 15.36 29.00 39.15 10.5

EN-POJ POJ-EN Average

BASELINE 0.02† 4.70† 2.50† 0† 0.20† 6.85† 1.40† 0† 0.11† 5.78† 1.95† 0.0†

ZH, HAN 0.00† 0.36† - - 0.00† 0.37† 6.90† 0 0.00† 0.37† 6.90† 0.0
ZH, HAN, EN 0.00† 0.35† - - 1.57† 19.10† 5.20† 0 0.79† 9.73† 5.20† 0.0
ZH, HAN, EN, POJ 0.30 19.12 17.90 1 6.86 27.86 24.95 1 3.58 23.49 21.43 1.0
ZH, HAN, EN, POJ, HL 0.19 19.89 20.05 1 7.83 30.53 24.20 3 4.01 25.21 22.13 2.0

HAN-POJ POJ-HAN Average

BASELINE 0.04† 4.37† - - 1.01† 4.13† - - 0.53† 4.25† - -
ZH, HAN 0.00† 0.48† - - 2.96† 7.92† - - 1.48† 4.20† - -
ZH, HAN, EN 0.02† 1.10† - - 5.87† 9.30† - - 2.95† 5.20† - -
ZH, HAN, EN, POJ 0.52 27.14 - - 35.98 39.32 - - 18.25 33.23 - -
ZH, HAN, EN, POJ, HL 1.01 33.19 - - 56.92 56.48 - - 28.97 44.84 - -

Table 6: Fine-tuning ablation study using different input data from various Hokkien writing systems.
GPT-based metrics are inapplicable for HAN↔POJ evaluation. In the translation directions of ZH-POJ,
HAN-EN, and EN-POJ, certain models failed to translate the source sentence into the target language.
As a result, the GPT-4 score and GPT-4 accuracy were not computed. underline = the best results for the
respective metric; † = the model has not been explicitly trained on that translation direction. *We primarily
focus on the GPT-4 score.

Continued Pre-train Data BLEU chrF++ GPT-4
Score⋆

GPT-4
Accuracy BLEU chrF++ GPT-4

Score⋆
GPT-4

Accuracy BLEU chrF++ GPT-4
Score⋆

GPT-4
Accuracy

ZH-HAN HAN-ZH Average

CP_HAN (w/o Standardized Data) 30.63 32.16 70.58 54.38 35.20 37.55 77.96 68.92 32.92 34.86 74.27 61.65
CP_ALL 32.16 34.90 74.21 62.53 35.17 37.03 77.87 67.98 33.67 35.97 76.04 65.26
CP_HAN (w/ Standardized Data) 32.98 33.86 73.09 59.41 36.36 38.09 78.96 69.90 34.67 35.98 76.03 64.66

EN-HAN HAN-EN Average

CP_HAN (w/o Standardized Data) 19.64 23.04 63.57 41.87 24.90 46.95 67.80 50.19 22.27 35.00 65.69 46.03
CP_ALL 20.05 23.40 64.52 42.81 24.42 46.57 68.14 50.00 22.24 34.99 66.33 46.41
CP_HAN (w/ Standardized Data) 20.99 24.31 67.32 47.05 24.36 46.90 69.12 52.31 22.68 35.61 68.22 49.68

Table 7: The translation performance of ZH↔HAN and EN↔HAN on TAT datasets. underline = the best
results for the respective metric. *We primarily focus on the GPT-4 score.

with a GPT-4 score increasing from 17 to 40 points.
Demonstrate that the benefits of fine-tuning are par-
ticularly substantial for writing systems that are not
closely related to HRL.

For ZH↔HAN and EN↔HAN directions, includ-
ing EN↔HAN data enhances translation perfor-
mance. However, further incorporation of POJ and
HL parallel data does not yield additional improve-
ments, suggesting that focusing solely on HRL in
the parallel data is more effective for aligning cross-
lingual embeddings.

In Hokkien script translation, the model per-
forms the best when all parallel data are included.
The inclusion of POJ↔HL data dramatically im-

proves translation capabilities in the POJ↔HAN.
The chrF++ improved by 6.05 and 17.16 points for
HAN-POJ and POJ-HAN directions, respectively.
We hypothesize that HL contains a few Han char-
acters, allowing the model to learn some lexical
correlations between different scripts in Hokkien.

5.2. Pre-training Corpus
Script-Standardization

We evaluated the efficacy of continued pre-training
using three different corpora:

1. Monolingual Hokkien data in Chinese charac-
ters only.
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2. Monolingual Hokkien data in all writing sys-
tems.

3. All monolingual Hokkien data standardized into
Han characters.

These three models were subsequently fine-tuned
using only ZH↔HAN and EN↔HAN parallel data.

Table 7 presents the evaluation results of these
three models on TAT. The model pre-trained on
standardized monolingual data on par or slightly
outperforms the other models on average across
both pairs of languages. This suggests that stan-
dardizing the writing system into Chinese charac-
ters can yield benefits on HAN translation.

6. Conclusion

We conducted a thorough examination of the effi-
ciency of large language models in a translation
system including Mandarin Chinese, English and
two different Hokkien writing systems (HAN and
POJ). We employed evaluation metrics including
BLEU score, chrF++, and a GPT-4-based scor-
ing method. Our results showed that employing
Hokkien similar high-resource language model as
a foundational model led to significant performance
enhancements. Furthermore, models pre-trained
on all available Hokkien data exhibited the highest
performance. Extending vocabulary appeared to
favor the incorporation of more monolingual data
to elicit its efficiency. In the fine-tuning stage, the
model demonstrates enhanced HAN translation
only when it is supplied with parallel data corre-
sponding to the HRLs that were extensively in-
volved in its prior pre-training. Additionally, we in-
vestigated the benefits of standardizing the Hokkien
scripts to Chinese characters. Our future work will
explore the potential advantage of data augmen-
tation through translations from ZH monolingual
corpora into Hokkien Han and assess its impact
on translation quality. Moreover, extending this re-
search to include other prevalent spoken languages
in Taiwan, like Hakka, can offer a more extensive
viewpoint on handling the linguistic variations in
Taiwan.

7. Limitation

The methodology used in this study is conditional
on the fact that one writing system in a low-resource
language is similar to a high-resource language,
which can be seen as a limitation. In this work,
Hokkien Han and Mandarin Chinese share similar
writing systems and possess a substantial amount
of common vocabulary. This allows for a transfer of
knowledge from extensive Mandarin Chinese texts,
thereby leveraging the benefits of large language
models pre-trained on abundant Mandarin Chinese

corpora to achieve an exceptionally efficient trans-
lation model.

8. Ethical Considerations

One of the major ethical challenges in develop-
ing large language models for Hokkien is the lim-
ited resources and biased nature of available data.
Most of the existing datasets come from news ar-
ticles that exhibit specific ideological stances, po-
litical inclinations, or ethnic biases. The utilization
of such skewed data may inadvertently train the
model to propagate these biases, thus affecting
its fairness. To address ethical concerns, we ex-
panded our dataset to include lyrics, essays, and
other neutral literary texts. Our goal was to reduce
potential biases and create a more balanced and
representative model.
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A. Details of the GPT-4 evaluation
methodology

A.1. Prompt Template for Evaluations

When the target language is in English or Mandarin
Chinese:

Score the following translation
result based on its preserva-
tion of the reference sentence
without explanation:

Reference sentence: "{refer-
ence_sentence}"

Translation result: "{for-
ward_sentence}"

The score should be ranging
from 0 to 100, where a score
of zero means "no meaning pre-
served" and score of one hun-
dred means "perfect meaning and
grammar".

When the source language is in English or
Mandarin Chinese and the target language is in
Hokkien:

Here are two sentences: Sen-
tence 1 is the original, and
Sentence 2 has been translated
into another language and then
back into the original language.
Please score Sentence 2 based
on its preservation of the orig-
inal meaning without explana-
tion:

Sentence 1: "{refer-
ence_sentence}"

Sentence 2: "{back-
ward_sentence}"

The score should be ranging
from 0 to 100, where a score
of zero means "no meaning pre-
served" and score of one hun-
dred means "perfect meaning and
grammar".

A.2. Examples of GPT-4 Scoring on
Translations

To provide a more comprehensive understanding
of the GPT-4 scoring standards, we have included
examples of translations from Hokkien Han to Man-
darin Chinese and English in Table 8 and Table 9,
respectively. These examples demonstrate the var-
ied scoring outcomes provided by GPT-4, alongside
the translation qualities that correspond to different
scores.

B. JSD for Corpora

B.1. JSD of Continued Pre-training
Monolingual Corpora
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Figure 3: Continued pre-training corpora JSD with
dendrogram

We use Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) as a
metric to assess the domain similarity of the mono-
lingual HAN corpora. Due to the absence of open-
sourced word segmentation tools for HAN, calcu-
lating JSD presents a notable challenge. However,
the HAN writing system’s resemblance to Tradi-
tional Chinese characters allows us to utilize the
CKIP Traditional Chinese segmentation tool15 for
processing the HAN corpora. We then computed
the JSD and analyzed the domain similarity of our
corpora.

Figure 3 demonstrates that the recitation contest
and web-scraped article corpora are more closely
aligned. This similarity can be attributed to the fact
that both corpora primarily consist of well-structured

15https://github.com/ckiplab/ckiptagger

https://github.com/ckiplab/ckiptagger
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Hokkien Han Source: 伊有厝宅貸款壓力，猶有囡仔欲飼，未來欲按怎？
Mandarin Chinese Reference: 他有房屋貸款壓力，還有小孩要養，未來該怎麼辦？
English: He has the pressure of a mortgage and children to support, what should he do in the future?

Model Translation Results GPT-4
Score

他有房屋貸款壓力，還有小孩要養，未來要怎麼辦？
He has the pressure of a mortgage and children to support, what will he do in the future? 100

他家中存在房屋賭債壓力，還有小孩要養育，未來如何是好？
His family is under pressure to gamble on their home, and he has a child to raise, so what’s the future? 70

他有財力，又有小孩要撫養，以後該怎麼辦？
He has money and a child to raise. What should he do in the future? 50

他有房子，又有小孩要撫養，怎麼會貧窮？
He owns a house and has children to raise. How can he be poor? 30

他有文學才能，還年輕得想懷孕生子，怎麼會？
He’s got literary talent, and he’s young enough to want to get pregnant and have a baby. How could he? 0

Table 8: Examples of model translation results from Hokkien Han to Mandarin Chinese, featuring different
GPT-4 scores and their corresponding outputs.

Hokkien Han Source: 準備離婚的翁仔姐仔共同槌，對準結婚手指殘殘摃落，佇觀眾的噗仔聲中，結婚
手指當場歪斜走形。
English Reference: The couple who were preparing for divorce both lifted their hammers and struck hard
at their wedding rings. Amidst the applause of the audience, the wedding rings twisted and deformed on
the spot.

Model Translation Results GPT-4
Score

The couple prepared to divorce and took the hammer together. They hit each other’s wedding
rings with force, causing them to deform in front of the audience’s applause. 90

The doll sisters prepared to divorce, and together held the hammer. They hit their wedding ring
hard, causing it to bend in front of the audience’s applause. 60

The bride and groom held the hammer together to sign their divorce agreement. They both hit
each other’s ring finger hard, causing it to twist in front of the audience’s applause. 50

The doll sisters who are preparing for divorce hold a hammer together, and the ring finger is
broken in front of the audience’s applause. On stage, they immediately ran away with their
hands crossed.

20

The bride and groom held the hammer together to hit the nails, but they accidentally hit each
other’s fingers. In front of the audience, their hands were twisted in a strange way. 10

Table 9: Examples of model translation results from Hokkien Han to English, featuring different GPT-4
scores and their corresponding outputs.

prose articles, which often explore topics related
to local culture, customs and traditions. The con-
tent in Hokkien textbooks is composed of verses
resembling children’s rhymes, making it more akin
to Hokkien song lyrics. Subtitles exhibit a distinc-
tive divergence as they primarily feature colloquial
sentence structures, setting them apart from the
other two groups.

B.2. JSD of Fine-tuning Parallel Data
In the parallel datasets, the CKIP word segmen-
tation tool is employed to process the Traditional
Chinese texts. Consequently, we calculate JSD

similarity scores based on the Traditional Chinese
portion of the texts. Figure 4 illustrates the similar-
ity between the training set, which includes both
dictionary and technical terms, and the test set, en-
compassing iCorpus-100 and TAT. We observe that
the technical terms subset diverges significantly
from the others, because it consists solely of ter-
minology, making it less similar to more general
sentences. Moreover, there are significant domain
differences between the training and test sets, in-
dicating that achieving a high performance on the
translation with this test set presents a considerable
challenge.
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Figure 4: Fine-tuning data JSD

C. Evaluating GPT-4’s Translation
Performance on Hokkien

To evaluate GPT-4’s translation performance on
Hokkien, we conducted experiments prompting it
to translate between Hokkien and both ZH and En-
glish. When prompted to translate into HAN, GPT-4
predominantly generated output in ZH, with a lim-
ited mixture of HAN and Cantonese words. This
finding led us to conclude that this approach is not
suitable for assessing back-translation accuracy,
as it primarily evaluates GPT-4’s translation capabil-
ities in ZH, rather than Hokkien. Additionally, when
prompted to translate into POJ, GPT-4’s output was
completely incomprehensible.

Consequently, we only present the results where
the target language is ZH or English in Table 10.
When translating from HAN, GPT-4 outperforms
our best model by 11.15 and 15.95 points on the
GPT-4 score for HAN-ZH and HAN-EN transla-
tion tasks, respectively. Apart from its significantly
larger model size, GPT-4’s superior performance
might be attributed to the similarity writing system
between ZH and HAN16, allowing it to process HAN
as a noisy version of ZH and leverage its knowl-
edge of ZH. In contrast, when the source language
is POJ, GPT-4 struggles to produce meaningful
translations, performing worse than our model with
GPT-4 scores of 37.65 and 20.4 points for POJ-ZH
and POJ-EN, respectively. This emphasizes the
need for a specialized large language model de-
signed for Hokkien, which this research aims to
address.

16When directly comparing HAN and ZH sentences in
iCorpus-100 dataset, we obtain a BLEU score of 45.89
and chrF++ of 44.91.

Model BLEU chrF++ GPT-4
Score

GPT-4
Accuracy

HAN-ZH

Our Best 32.60 34.91 75.35 63
GPT-4 59.47 59.07 86.50 81

HAN-EN

Our Best 18.45 44.92 66.75 38
GPT-4 33.74 58.36 82.70 79

POJ-ZH

Our Best 30.08 31.36 43.10 12
GPT-4 12.19 16.65 5.45 1

POJ-EN

Our Best 7.83 30.53 24.20 3
GPT-4 1.78 22.69 3.80 0

Table 10: The translation performance of GPT-4 on
iCorpus-100 datasets. underline = the best results
for the respective metric.
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